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ABSTRAC'T. In social choice theory there has been; and for some authors there still is, 
a confusion between Arrow's Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) and some 
choice consistency conditions. In this paper we analyze this confusion. Iris often thought 
that Arrow himself was confused, but we show that this is not so. What happened was 
that Arrow had in mind a condition we call regularity, which implies IIA, but which he 
could not state formally in his model because his model was not rich enough to permit 
certain distinctions that would have been necessary. It is the combination of regularity 
and IIA that he discusses, and the origin O f the confusion lies in the fact that if one uses 
a model that does not permit a distinction between regularity and IIA, regularity looks 
like a consistency condition, which it is not. We also show that the famous example that 
'proves' that Arrow was confused does not prove this at all if it is correctly interpreted. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The somewhat quixotic purpose of this paper is to clarify the meaning 
of Arrow's (1951/1963) Condition of Independence of Irrelevant Alter- 
natives(IIA) in the theory of voting, and, correlatively, to state clearly 
and unambiguously what the Ar row Theorem means. 

This may seem useless, and in truth it should be. After  nearly forty 
years, what the, Condition and the Theorem mean should be common 
knowledge, not worth talking about except in textbooks. That  it is not  
useless is indicated by the fact that in a recen t  book on voting 
procedures Michael Dummet t  (1984) misinterprets I IA and the Arrow 
Theorem, and he is far from being the only one to do so. 

A kind of legend has grown up around IIA and 'what Arrow meant 
by IIA'.  It focuses on the example Arrow gave of a supposed violation 
of IIA (1951/1963, p. 27), which has been 'proved'  to be not a 
violation of IIA as stated as Condition 3 on the same page, but of a 
consistency condition. Also, part of  Arrow's informal discussion of I IA 
is called upon either to 'prove'  that Arrow confused IIA with a 
consistency condition (first thesis) or that Arrow meant IIA to contain 
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a consistency condition (second thesis). The first thesis, that Arrow 
was confused, was the view of one of us (Bordes), while the second 
thesis, that Arrow meant IIA to contain a consistency condition (the 
apparent view of Dummet t  among others), was the view of the other of 
us (Tideman) prior to this collaborative effort. 

In this paper we show that both theses are wrong. Arrow was not 
confused, though it is understandable that some of his readers were 
confused by what he wrote. Arrow meant (slightly) more by I IA than 
what is in Condition 3, but what he meant is not what Dummett  and 
others have thought he meant. His model was simply insufficient for 
him to state formally what he meant. 

We proceed in the following way. First, we build a formal model of 
voting rules which is more general than the 'Social Choice Functions' 
model currently in use. Then we introduce a new condition on voting 
rules, which cannot be formally stated in the usual model, and prove 
that this condition implies IIA, though it looks like a 'consistency 
condition', which it definitely is not. With this result in mind, we then 
re-read the crucial pages 26-27 of Arrow's book, and show that it was 
this new condition that Arrow meant by IIA (but could not state 
formally because of his model),  and that it was because this condition 
looks like a consistency condition that Arrow has been misinterpreted. 
We show that Arrow's example can be interpreted both as illustrating a 
breach of consistency and as illustrating a breach of this new condition. 
We conclude by discussing how the Arrow Theorem is then to be 
interpreted. (One last word of warning before proceeding: In what 
follows, we are concerned only with voting theory; we are not  at all 

concerned with the controversial issues raised regarding Arrow's 
theorem in the quite different field of welfare economics.) 

2. T H E  M O D E L L I N G  O F  V O T I N G  R U L E S  

In many papers dealing with voting rules, the 'Notations and Defini- 
tions' section begins with something like this: 

X is the set of alternatives and K is the set of all non-empty 
finite subsets of X. V= (1, 2 , . . . ,  n} is the set of voters. 
We denote by r,. the preferences of voter i on X. Preferences 
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are assumed to be total, reflexive and transitive, that is, 
complete weak orderings of X. An n-tuple (r 1 . . . .  , r n) of 
preferences is called a profile. D is the set of logically 
possible profiles. A Social Choice Function (SCF) F is a 
function from K x D into K such that for all A E K and all 
( r , , . . . ,  rn) E D: F(A,  (r 1 . . . .  , rn)) C A.  

Then the author goes on, considering some particular class of SCFs, 
proving theorems and commenting on them, and so on. He thinks, and 
his readers think too, that the SCFs (or the corresponding model of 
collective choice rules) are a model of voting rules, and that the results 
he gets for SCFs are results about voting rules. He is almost right: the 
SCF model is a good model for voting rules, but it is not a complete 
model. More precisely, the SCF model is a model for 'voting rules 
which is complete enough for almost, but not quite, everything. The 
fact that this was not recognized is at the origin of the confusion about 
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. 

Let us put things this way. When one speaks about a 'voting rule', 
one does not have in mind any precise SCF. An SCF is a function, and 
a function cannot be defined independently of its domain and range. 
For example, let us consider the plurality voting rule. It is quickly and 
precisely defined as: 

The candidate that receives the greatest number of first- 
place votes is elected. 

(We do not cons ider -  it has no bearing on the p r o b l e m-  what hap- 
pens in cases of ties.) 

Suppose two countries use the plurality rule for the election of their 
presidents. At the time of the election, in country I the set of potential 
candidates is X, the set of non-empty finite subsets of X is it(, the set of 
voters is V and the set of possible profiles is D. For such a situation, 
the plurality rule yields an SCF F. But in country II, the set of 
potential candidates is not X but Y (with X A Y =  ~)), the set of 
non-empty finite subsets of Y is not K but H, the set of voters is not V 
but W, and so on. So for country II, the same voting rule yields a 
different SCF, G. F and G cannot be identical since they have neither 
the same domain nor the same range. A function is a function. 
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So what is really meant  when it is said (or implied) that  the SCF 
model  is a model  for voting rules is this: depending on what X,  V and 

so on are, a given voting rule will yield different SCFs. But if one takes 
any of these SCFs yielded by t h e  voting rule and proves theorems 
about  it that do not depend on the fact that one has chosen this 
particular SCF rather  than any other  to represent  the voting rule, then 

these theorems are actually theorems about  the voting rule itself. This 

is quite true,  and raises no problem.  Most of  the t i m e . . .  

B u t . . .  

So let us consider a more  general model  for voting rules. A voting 
rule is ' something '  that defines an SCF for each set X of  alternatives 

(and hence its family k of non-empty  finite subsets) and each set V of 
voters (and hence the set D of profiles). Let  X be some 'universal '  set 

of sets of alternatives. That  is, X E X means that X is some possible set 

of alternatives. Note  that what is written is X ~ X and not X C X. Let  
V be some 'universal '  set of  sets of voters. V E V means that  V is some 
possible set of voters.  Let  1~ and P be the functions defined in the 

following way: 

For  all X E X: f~(X) = K = the set of non-empty  finite sub- 

sets of  X. 

For  all X E X ,  all V ~ V :  P ( X , V ) = D = t h e  set of all 

logically possible profiles when the set of alternatives is X 
and the set of voters is V. 

We can now define: 

A voting rule is a fur~ction F defined on X x V such that for 

all X and V, F(X,  V) is an SCF the domain  of which is 
I,: x D = n ( X )  x P ( X ,  V ) .  

3. A THEOREM ABOUT VOTING RULES 

Let  us go back to the SCFs. In the definition of an SCF, X is some set 
of potential candidates. On the other  hand, an A E K is a possible set of  
actual candidates. For  example,  i n  a French presidential e lect ion,  X is 
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the set of all the individuals that have a constitutional right to run for 
the presidency (something like 20 or 30 million people), but any set of 
actual candidates will (happily) contain less than a dozen individuals. 
A set A of actual candidates being given, the elements of XkA are the 
potential-but-not-actual candidates (Georges Bordes, for example, in a 
French presidential election). 

Now consider a 'usual' voting rule, for example the plurality rule. 
The set of voters V = { 1 , . . . ,  n} being given once and for all, for a 
given set X of potential candidates, the choice rule yields an SCF, F. 
The profile (r I . . . .  , rn) being given, and also' the set of actual 
candidates A, we get the choice F(A,  ( r l , . . . ,  rn) ). This choice is 
made by electing the actual candidate that gets the greatest number of 
first-place votes when compared to the other actual candidates. That 
is, A being given, each voter indicates which of the candidates in A he 
considers best, and the candidate in A who gets the greatest number of 
votes is elected. (We ignore the problem of ties.) 

Obviously, with such a rule, what happens with respect to the 
potential-but-not-actual candidates does not matter as long as the 
voters' preferences over the actual candidates do not change. For 
example, if Mr. x who is a potential-but-not-actual candidate dies, it 
has no effect on the choice from A (except maybe, of course, if, as in a 
French presidential election, Mr. x is also a v o t e r - b u t  we suppose 
that we do not have this difficulty). 

We will call such a voting rule regular. More precisely, first we 
denote: 

If R is any binary relation on a set S, and if T is a subset of 
S, R[r is the restriction o f  R to T. 

Then: 

DEFINITION 1. A voting rule F is regular iff: for all (X, V )  and 
(Y, W) in its domain, with F =  F(X, V) and G = F(Y, W), if W =  V 
and Y C X, then for all B ~ I)(Y) (and hence B belonging to 12(X) 
since I)(Y) C_ 12(X)) and all ( r l , . . . ,  r , )  E P(X,  V) ,  

F(B, (r l ,  . . . , r~)) = G(B,  ( r , [ ~ , .  � 9  r, lr) . 
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Regularity means that, given a voting rule, a set of actual candi- 
dates, a set of voters and a preference profile, if the set of potential- 
but-not-actual candidates shrinks but the voters' preferences over the 
remaining potential candidates (including the actual ones) do not 
change, then the choice from the set of actual candidates does not 
change. 

Now, let us turn to an 'old friend': 

DEFINITION 2. X and V being given and hence K = f l (X) and 
D = P(X,  V) ,  an SCF F satisfies Independence o f  Irrelevant Alterna- 
tives (IIA) iff: for all B ~ K and all ( r l , . . . ,  rn), ( r ~ , . . . ,  r',) E D, if 
for all i E V :  ril e = r'ilB, then 

F(B, ( r l , . . . ,  rn) ) = F(B, (r~, . . . , r'n) ) . 

I IA means that if the voters' preferences over the potential-but-not- 
actual candidates change while their preferences over the actual candi- 
dates stay the same, then the choice among the actual candidates stays 
the same. 

Now we can state: 

T H E O R E M .  I f  a voting rule is regular, then the SCFs it yields satisfy 
I IA.  

Proof. Let F be a regular voting rule, and let the antecedent of IIA 
hold. Consider the SCF: G = F(B, V). The conditions for the applica- 
tion of regularity hold, and so we have: 

F(B, ( r l , . . . ,  rn) ) = a ( n ,  r l l B , . . . ,  rnl~) ) and 

F(B, (r'~ . . . . .  r ' ) )  = G(B,  (r;l~ . . . . .  r ' lB)) ,  

and hence the conclusion of IIA. [] 

This result is intuitively obvious since regularity for the voting rule and 
I IA for the SCFs mean almost the same thing. In real world voting, the 
voters give only information about their preferences with respect to the 
actual candidates (and usually not even all of that information), and do 
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not give any information about their preferences over the potential- 
but-not-actual candidates. Obviously, no voting rule can nmke any use 

of information it does not have, and what transformation occurs in the 
information a rule does not have, whether that information shrinks 
(regularity) or changes (IIA),  does not matter  as long as the informa- 
tion the rule has and makes use of does not change. 

So to ask a voting rule to be a regular or an SCF to satisfy IIA 
means exactly that we want it to represent a possible real-world voting 
rule and not some fairy-world voting rule. In fact, in the Arrow 
Theorem we can do without the conditions of Universal Domain,  
Choice Consistency, and Unanimity and still have a recognizable 
voting rule, but we cannot do without IIA. For it is I IA (along with 
Nondictatorship) that ensures that the Arrow Theorem is a theorem 
about real-world voting rules. Without IIA it would be a theorem 
about a fairy-world, and hence quite uninteresting. 1 Dummet t  (1970, 
p. 54) is therefore wrong when he writes that IIA " . . .  lacks complete 
intuitive justification". But in fact, as can be seen from p. 118 and 
other  places in his book as well, what Dummet t  thinks is I IA is not 
IIA. And Dummet t  is not the only one to make this mistake. So in the 
next section we attempt to clear up the confusion over I][A. 

4. C L E A R I N G  U P  T H E  C O N F U S I O N  O V E R  I I A  

At least since the publication of E Ray's paper (1973), it should have 
been clear that IIA has at times been confused with t])e following 
condition, which we call C (for consistency): 

DEFINITION 3. An SCF F with domain (K, D)  satisfies condition C 
iff: for all ( r l , . . . , r  n ) E D  and all A, B E K ,  if AC_B and A N  
F(B, (r I . . . .  , rn) r 0, then 

F(A, ( r l ,  . . . , rn) ) = A n F ( n ,  (r 1 . . . .  , r n )  ) . 

Condition C (sometimes called WARP: Weak Axiom of Revealed 
Preference) is to be found as Condition C4 in Arrow (1959). In 
Arrow's  Social Choice and Individual Values (1951/1963), the role of 
Condition C is played by the slightly stronger Axioms I and II: 
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AXIOM I: For all x and y, either xRy or yRx. 

AXIOM II: For all x, y, and z, xRy and yRz imply xRz. 

where 'xRy" is defined as 'x is preferred or indifferent to y '  (Arrow, 
1951/1963, pp. 12-13). 

The following result is now classical: 

An SCF F satisfies C iff for all ( r l , . . . ,  r , )  E D there exists 
a complete weak ordering of X, R, such that for 

all B E K : F ( B , ( r  1 . . . .  , r n ) ) = { X E B l f o r  all y ~ B :  
xRy} .  

It follows that with an SCF F that satisfies C, one can associate a 
function F ~ from D into the set of complete weak orderings of X, and 
conversely that such a function F ~ determines uniquely an SCF F that 
satisfies C. The F ~ functions will be called Arrow functions. 

Now it is obvious that these two conditions, IIA and C, are 
different: 

�9 I IA concerns what happens to the choice when the set o f  actual 
candidates being given, the profile changes in a certain way; 

�9 C concerns what happens to the choice when the profile being given, 
the set o f  actual candidates changes in a certain way. 

Not  only are they different, they can be proved to be logically 
independent.  One can exhibit SCFs that satisfy none,  one but not the 
other,  or both. Though in the last case, it follows from a theorem by 
Wilson (1972) that the SCFs that satisfy both are rather 'unpalatable' ,  
which is in fact the gist of the Arrow Theorem,  of which Wilson's 
theorem is a generalization. That  is, I IA is an interprofile property 
while C (WARP) is an intraprofile property.  It is to be remarked,  by 
the way, that the condition of 'regularity' for voting rules cannot be 
definitely labeled as either 'interprofile' or 'intraprofile', since this 
distinction does not apply straightforwardly for conditions on voting 
rules: it applies to conditions on SCFs, which are representations of 
voting rules, a distinctly different species. 
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So we are confronted with the following question: why two condi- 
tions that are different, that look different, that are logically indepen- 
dent, have been confused one for the other or thought to be logically 
related in some way? 

Some, like Radner and Marschak (1954), were accessory after the 
fact, when they compared a condition by Chernoff (1954), which is 
related to C, to Arrow's IIA. But the original culprit is Arrow, though 
he is not guilty of what he is usually thought to be guilty of. 

One source of confusion is Arrow's use of two types of names and a 
hierarchical structure for his assumptions in Social Choice and In- 

dividual Values (1951/1963). After introducing Axioms I and II, 
Arrow defines preference and indifference (p. 14): 

DEFINITION 1: xey  is defined to mean not yRx. 

DEFINITION 2: xly mea~s xRy and yRx. 

Arrow proves some lemmas about relationships among R, P and/ ,  and 
then defines the concept of choice (p. 15): 

If S is the set of  alternatives available, which we will term the environment, let C(S) be 
the alternative or alternatives chosen out  of S . . . .  

DEFINITION 3: C(S) is the set o f  alternatives x in S such that, for every y in S, xRy. 

At the end of the subsequent section, the Ordering of Social States, 
Arrow writes (p. 19): 

Similarly, society as a whole will be considered provisionally to have a social ordering 
relation for alternative social states,  which will be designated by R, somet imes  with a 
prime or a second. Social preference and indifference will be denoted by P and 1, 
respectively, primes or seconds being attached when they arc at tached to the relation R. 

Throughout  this analysis it will be assumed that individuals are rational, by which is 
meant  that the ordering relations R, satisfy Axioms I and II. The problem will be to 
construct an ordering relation for society as a whole that will also reflect rational 
choice-making, so that R may also be assumed to satisfy Axioms 1 and !I. 

The meaning of 'R' has thus been changed from 'preferred or indiffcr- 
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ent' to 'socially preferred or indifferent according to a relation that 
satisfies Axioms I and II'. 

The next element in the development of the formal structure (p. 23) 

is 

DEFINITION 4: By a social welfare function will be meant  a process or rule which, for  
each set o f  individual orderings Ra , . . . , R ,  for  alternative social states (one for  each 
individual),  states a corresponding social ordering o f  alternative social states, R. 

What Arrow called a 'social welfare function' is what we call an 
'Arrow function'. The use by Arrow of the term 'social welfare 
function' appears to be at the origin of other confusions that are 
outside the scope of this paper. For that reason we chose to use the 
neutral term 'Arrow function'. 

Following Definition 4, Arrow proceeds to develop the other as- 
sumptions employed in his theorem (pp. 24-31) .  These,  however,  are 
called not 'Axioms', but rather 'Conditions'. In specifying the Condi- 
tion, Arrow makes use of three additional definitions: 

Let an admissible set of individual ordering relations be a set for which the social welfare 
function defines a corresponding social ordering, i.e., a relation satisfying Axioms I and 
II. (p. 24) 

DEFINITION 5: A social welfare funct ion will be said to be imposed if, f o r  some pair o f  
alternatives x and y,  xRy  for  any set o f  individual orderings RI , . . . , R ,  , where R is the 
social ordering corresponding to R~ . . . .  , R ,  . 

DEFINITION 6: A social welfare funct ion is said to be dictatorial i f  there exists an 
individual i such that, f o r  all x and y,  xP~y implies xPy  regardless o f  the orderings 
R 1 , . . . ,  R ,  o f  all individuals other than i, where P is the social preference relation 

corresponding to R1,  . . . , R n . 

The five Conditions are: 

Condition 1: A m o n g  all the alternatives there is a set o f  S o f  three alternatives such that, 
for  any set o f  individual orderings T I , . . . ,  T n o f  the alternatives in S, there is an 
admissible set o f  individual orderings R 1 , . .  . , R ,  o f  all alternatives such that, for  each 
individual i, xRiy  i f  and only i f  xT iy  for  x and y in S. 

Condition 2: Let R 1 . . . . .  R,, and R~ . . . .  , R" be two sets o f  individual ordering rela- 
tions, R and R '  the corresponding social orderings, and P and P'  the corresponding social 
preference relations. Suppose that for  each i the two individual ordering relations are 

connected in the fol lowing ways: for  x '  and y '  distinct f r o m  a given alternative x, x ' R i y '  i f  
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and only i f  x ' R J  ; for all y', xRiy '  implies xR~y' ; for all y', xPey' implies xP'~y'. Then, i f  
xPy, xP' y. 

Condition 3: Let R1, . . . , R,  and R~ . . . . .  R" be two sets o f  individual orderings and let 
C(S) and C'(S) be the corresponding social choice functions. If, for all individuals i and 
all x and y in a given enviroment S, xRiy i f  and only i f  xR~y, then C(S) and C'(S) are the 
same (independence of irrelevant alternatives). 

Condition 4: The social welfare function is not to be imposed. 

Condition 5: The social welfare function is not to be dictatorial (nondiclLatorship). 

A careful reading of the Conditions reveals that they are defined in a 
f ramework  that presumes the Axioms: Condition 1 refers to an 
'admissible set ' ,  which is defined in terms of the Axioms. Condition 2 

refers to R and P;  Condition 3 refers to C ( S )  which is defined in terms 

of R; Conditions 4 and 5 refer to the social welfare function, which is 

defined in terms of R. And  R, the quotation f rom page 19 Jimplies, is to 
be assumed to satisfy the Axioms. However ,  it would be easy to 
overlook the fact that the Conditions presume the Axioms. Thus a 
reader,  understanding the Arrow Theorem to be one of the inconsis- 

tencies of a set of conditions, might ask, 'Which one of Arrow's  
Conditions do actual voting rules violate '? and overlook the possibility 

that the answer could be 'None  of them or all of them, depending on 
how you look at it, as they violate his Axioms I and I I ' .  

In Arrow's  original s tatement  of his theorem (p. 59) he makes  it 

clear that Axioms I and If as well as the conditions are involved: 

THEOREM 2 (General Possibility Theorem): I f  there are at least three alternatives which 
the members o f  the society are free to order in any way, then every social welfare function 
satisfying Conditions 2 and 3 and yielding a social ordering satisfying Axioms 1 and H 
must be either imposed or dictatorial. 

However ,  when Arrow revised and slightly weakened  the theorem in 

the second edition (1963, Theorems  2 and 3 of  Chapter  VI I I  on pages 
97 and 103 respectively), to take account of Blau's  (1957) discovery of 
an error  in the proof  and a counterexample,  he did not mention the 
Axioms: 

THEOREM 2: Conditions 1', 3, P, and 5 are inconsistent. 
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THEOREM 3: Conditions 1, 3, P, and 5' are inconsistent. 

The newly introduced conditions are: 

Condition P: I f  xPiY for all i, then xPy. 

Condition 1': All logically possible orderings o f  alternative social states are admissible. 

Condition 5': Among the triples o f  alternatives satisfying Condition 1, there is at least one 
on which no individual is a dictator. 

The Axioms are definitely needed for Theorems 2 and 3 of Chapter 
VIII; they are needed in particular for the following step on page 100: 

Hence, yRz,  and, since xPy, society must prefer x to z. 

In view of the fact that the Axioms were mentioned in the original 
statement of the Theorem, the absence of any reference to them in the 
revised statements is most easily interpreted as reflecting an implicit 
understanding that Theorems 2 and 3 of Chapter VIII, like Theorem 2 
of the first edition, are theorems about "every social welfare 
func t ion . . ,  yielding a social ordering satisfying Axioms I and I I . . . " .  
That is, the Conditions are defined in a framework where the Axioms 
hold. The possibility that readers would not understand that Axioms I 
and II are required for the framework in which Theorems 2 and 3 of 
Chapter VIII are defined is more unfortunate in view of the fact that 
Theorem 2 of Chapter VIII is now often regarded as the canonical 
version of the Arrow Theorem. 

A failure to take note of the relationship between the Axioms and 
the Conditions may also have contributed to the current idea among 
some people who know of the confusion between IIA and C (or some 
form of C) and who have read Arrow's comments on IIA (1951/1963, 
pp. 26-28), that Arrow himself confused IIA and C. And in fact, when 
one reads these pages, it is easy to feel that Arrow is sometimes talking 
about IIA and sometimes about C, and that the example he gives of a 
violation of IIA is actually an example of a violation of C. 

But we claim that if Arrow is guilty of anything in these pages, it is 
of having used an insufficient model, not of having confused IIA with 
C. 
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Before presenting our case, we identify a consequence of C, which 
we call C': 

If F(B, ( r l , . . .  , rn) ) C A C B, then 

F(A, ( r a , . . . ,  rn) ) = F(B, ( r l , . . . ,  rn) ) . 

Now we are ready to proceed. 
Consider regularity. While it seems extraordinary that anyone 

should confuse IIA with C, a confusion between C (or even more so 
C')  and regularity is plausible. In both cases, there is a given profile, 
and a set of  candidates that shrinks (and for C' a choice t, hat stays the 
same). Of course, in the two cases, it is not the same set of candidates 
that shrinks: For regularity, it is the set of potential candidates, 
shrinking in such a way that the original set of actual candidates is still 
included in the set of potential candidates after the shrinking. For C', 

on the other  hand, it is the set of actual candidates, shrinking in such a 
way that the set of winning candidates is still included in the set of 
actual candidates. But if one uses a loose model,  in which one speaks 
of 'candidates',  making no formal distinction between actual candi- 
dates and potential candidates, then how can one make the distinction 
between regularity and C'?  The answer is that one cannot. And 
Arrow's model is such a loose model. 

So our claim is that while informally discussing IIA (pp. 26-28),  
Arrow did not confuse IIA with C or C', but was simultaneously 
discussing regularity and IIA, which he considered (almost correctly) 
as equivalent. ( 'Almost '  because regularity of a voting rule is in fact 
slightly stronger than IIA for the SCFs it yields. 2 But that need not 
concern us here,  and we can go on acting as if regularity and IIA were 
equivalent.) 

Everything points to this explanation. First, Arrow could not have 
confused IIA and C or C'. In his model, he is concerned mainly with 
Arrow functions (functions that satisfy his Axioms I and II), and at the 
time the book was written, he knew that if an SCF derived from an 
Arrow function as above, then it would necessarily satisfy C. C and the 
consequence of C, that the SCF under consideration derives from an 
Arrow function, were not published formally before 1959 (Arrow, 
1959), but these results are found in an earlier hectographed note by 
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Arrow (1948). (See Arrow, 1959, footnote 2, p. 123.) So why would 

Arrow insist that the SCF should satisfy C or C'  since he already knew 

that, since the SCFs he implicitly considered derived from Arrow 

functions, they would necessarily satisfy C and C '?  

Second, if one reads pages 26 and 27 with the idea in mind that 

Arrow meant regularity and IIA, one finds no contradiction. (The case 

of the unhappy example will be explained later.) The opening sentence 

of Section 3 of Chapter I II  of Social Choice and Individual Values (p. 

26) is: 

If we consider C(S), the choice derived from the social ordering R, to be the choice 
society would actually make if confronted with a set of alternatives S, then, just as for a 
single individual, the choice made from any fixed environment S should be independent 
of the very existence of alternatives outside of S. 

What is meant  by this sentence is clearly regularity, and not C or C'. 

It states that for 'any fixed environment ' ,  that is, any given set of 

actual candidates, the choice should be independent of the very 

existence of alternatives outside it, that is, independent of whether 

potential-but-not-actual candidates exist, and hence, if such potential- 

but-not-actual candidates do exist, independent of who they are and of 

what the voters'  preferences over them are. This is regularity. 

The next sentences have sometimes been presented as a 'proof '  that 

Arrow meant C by I IA,  or confused C and IIA.  Let us take a closer 

look: 

Suppose that an election is held, with a certain number of candidates in the field, each 
individual filing his list of preferences, and then one of the candidates dies. Surely the 
social choice should be made by taking each of the individual's preference lists, blotting 
out completely the dead candidate's name, and considering only the orderings of the 
remaining names in going through the procedure of determining the winner. That is, the 
choice to be made among the set S of surviving candidates should be independent of the 
preferences of individuals for candidates not in S. 

What Arrow is describing is an instance in which the set of what we 

call actual candidates shrinks, as in C or C'. But if Arrow had meant 

something like C or C', he would have said something like: 'The death 
of the candidate does not change the choice, except if the dead 
candidate was himself the choice. '  But to the contrary he says here that 
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whatever the choice would have been before the death of the candi- 

date, it should be forgotten, the name of the candidate should be 

blotted out, and the choice determined entirely by the voters' prefer- 
ences over the new set of actual candidates. 

One could dispute whether Arrow is correct in asserting that the 

information contained in the voters' rankings of the candidate who 

died ought to be ignored. It might be possible to use this information to 

make inferences about the intensities of preferences over the remain- 

ing candidates, and thereby improve the choice from among those who 

remained. That, however, is a separate issue. What Arrow is discussing 

is in any case again some form of I IA  or regularity: the choice from a 

set of actual candidates is to be a function only of the preferences of 

the voters over this set of actual candidates, as is stated in succeeding 

sentences: 

Therefore, we may require of our social welfare function that the choice made by society 
from a given environment depend only on the orderings of individuals among the 
alternatives in that environment. 

So up to this point, what Arrow had in mind was clearly regularity. 

However,  in his model, it was impossible to give a formal statement of 

regularity: to do so, he would have had to build, as we have seen, a 

much more elaborate model. He did not see its usefulness, and so, 

having in mind both regularity and the theorem we stated in Section 3, 

he goes on: 

Alternatively stated, if we consider two sets of individual orderings such that, for each 
individual, his ordering of those particular alternatives in a given envi:ronment is the 
same each time, then we require that the choice made by society from that environment 
be the same when the individual values are given by the first set of orderings as they are 
when given by the second. 

This is clearly an informal statement of I IA,  which he states immedi- 

ately afterward as Condition 3, this Condition 3 being formally equiva- 

lent to our Definition 2. 
Up to this point, everything is consistent with Arrow having regu- 

lar i ty / I IA in mind, and nothing is consistent with his having some form 
of C in mind. But now we get to the example. We quote the paragraph 

in full: 
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The reasonableness of this condition can be seen by consideration of the possible results 
in a method of choice that does not satisfy Condition 3, the rank-order method of voting 
frequently used in dubs. With a finite number of candidates, let each individual rank all 
the candidates, i.e., designate his first-choice candidate, second choice candidate, etc. 
Let pre-assigned weights be given to the first, second, etc. choices, the higher weight to 
the higher choice, and then let the candidate with the highest weighted sum of votes be 
elected. In particular, suppose that there are three voters and four candidates, x, y, z 
and w. Let the weights for the first, second, third, and fourth choice be 4, 3, 2, and 1, 
respectively. Suppose that individuals 1 and 2 rank the candidates in the order x,  y,  z ,  

and w, while individual 3 ranks them in the order z, w, x, and y. Under the given 
electoral system, x is chosen. Then, certainly, if y is deleted from the ranks of the 
candidates, the system applied to the remaining candidates should yield the same result, 
especially since, in this case, y is inferior to x according to the tastes of every individual; 
but, if y is in fact deleted, the indicated electoral system would yield a tie between x and 
z. 

Here ,  people who think that Arrow confused IIA with C, or that 
Arrow meant  some form of C by I IA (which is not the same thing) will 
say, 'Aha! We've got you here. This example is clearly one of violation 
of C, and not of I IA or regularity. '  Our  answer is, 'Don ' t  be so sure. '  

The difficulty arises from the fact that there are two ways of 
understanding what Arrow meant  by 'the rank-order method' .  Let  X, 
the set of potential candidates be finite. For simplicity, we will suppose 
that the voters cannot be indifferent between two candidates, that is, 
that for all i and all x and y (x ~ y) we cannot have simultaneously 
xRiy and yRix. (We could do away with this simplification, but then we 
would have to define more general rank-order methods that permit 
indifference, which would lead to useless complications.) 

The first understanding of the rank-order method,  which we will call 
the global rank-order method,  consists of calculating the candidates' 
scores from the preferences of the voters over the whole of X. Then a 
subset A of actual candidates being given, the choice from A is the 
candidate(s) with the highest score. 

The second understanding of the rank-order method,  which we will 
call the local rank-order method,  consists of calculating the candidates' 
scores from the restrictions of the voters '  preferences to a subset A of 
actual candidates, the choice from A being the candidate(s) with the 
highest of these scores. 

Since for each profile the global rank-order method generates a 
complete weak ordering over the whole of X which will be used to 
determine the choice over the set of actual candidates, the correspond- 
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ing SCF will satisfy C. On the other hand, this SCF does not satisfy 
IIA and the voting rule does not satisfy regularity. 

The local rank-order method,  on the other  hand, does not satisfy C. 
Since to determine the choice over a set of actual candidates A, only 
the voters'  preferences restricted to A are taken into account (no 
information about their preferences over the potential-but-not-actual 
candidates is used), it satisfies regularity and the SCF satisfies IIA. 

So the question is: which of the two methods did Arrow have in 
mind, the global or the local? Everything points to the answer that it 
was the global method,  which satisfies C but violates IIA and regu- 
larity. 

First, Arrow's framework was not SCFs, but what he called 'Social 
Welfare Functions',  that is, what we call, to avoid confusion with other 
concepts, Arrow functions. From all that precedes his discussion of 
IIA in his book, it is clear that for him the Arrow function, which 
yields a complete weak social ordering of X for each profile, comes 
first, the choices over 'environments ' ,  that is subsets of X, sets of 
actual candidates, coming afterward. The succession is: first we order 
the whole set of potential candidates, then we choose the set of actual 
candidates, and then we choose from among the actual candidates 
using the ordering of the set of all potential candidates that had been 
defined earlier. Now the global rank-order method,  not the local one, 
corresponds to this succession. So to suppose that Arrow had in mind 
the local rank-order method in his example would be to suppose that 
this example is in contradiction with the rest of the book. 

Second, at the time when Arrow was writing his book, it was not 
realized that there could be two different rank-order methods and that 
it was important to make a distinction between them. To the best of 
our knowledge, the first precise distinction between the: global and 
local methods was in a paper presented by Sen at the Third World 
meeting of the Econometric  Society in Toronto,  in 1975 (published as 
Sen, 1977). So Arrow thought that he was using the global method,  
that violates IIA, and did not think that it could raise any problem. 

Third and more important: it is true that one can interpret Arrow's 
example in such a way that it illustrates a violation of C. But that does 
not mean that it cannot be interpreted in such a way that it illustrates a 
violation of regulari ty/IIA. And it can be! 
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The key is this: suppose that X is finite and it happens that all the 
potential candidates are actual candidates, that is, A = X. The profile 
being given, a choice is made using ' the rank-order method' .  Question: 
how can we know whether  it was the global or local method that was 
used? The answer is that we cannot. In this case, both methods 
obviously give the same result, through the same reckoning. 

So consider Arrow's example this way: in a first time, the set of 
potential candidates is X = {x, y, z, w} and the set of actual candi- 
dates is A = X. Given the profile, the choice from A is x. In a second 
time, y has died and the set of potential candidates is now Y = 
{x, z, w}. Again all the potential candidates are actual candidates, and 
B = Y. With the 'same' profile, the choice from B is {x, z}. 

First interpretation: the local rank-order method is used. X being 

the set of potential candidates, the set of actual candidates shrinks 
from A to B. The choice changes from x to {x, z)  in violation of C. 
Then the set of potential candidates shrinks from X to Y. Because of 
regularity, the choice from B does not change. 

Second interpretation: the global rank-order method is used. X 
being the set of potential candidates, the set of actual candidates 
shrinks from A to B. Because of C, the choice from B is still x. Then 
the set of potential candidates shrinks from X to Y. The choice from B 
changes from x to {x, z} in violation of regulari ty/IIA. 

So while Arrow may be guilty of not having stated his example 
carefully enough (but with his model it was not obvious) he is certainly 
not guilty of having confused IIA with C, or of having meant  I IA to 
contain some form of C. 

In fact, by addingfive letters (not one more!)  to his example, Arrow 
would have saved everybody a lot of trouble. In the penultimate 
sentence, let us add 'over z '  so that now it reads: 'Under  the given 
electoral system, x is chosen over z'. This would identify implicitly the 
set of actual candidates as {x, z} and the example becomes clearly an 
example of the violation of regular i ty/IIA by the global rank-order 
method. To convince yourself that this is so, just re-read the paragraph 
with the five letters added. 

In case you are still not convinced, let us read a little further: 

The condition of independence of irrelevant alternatives implies that in a generalized 
sense all methods of social choice are of the type of voting. 
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And  much later, on p. 110, in the chapter  added to the 1963 edition, 

Arrow says about  I IA:  

After all, every known electoral system satisfies this condition. 

As said earlier, all ' real-world '  voting rules satisfy regular i ty / I IA,  but, 

and this is precisely a consequence of  Arrow's Theorem, none satisfies 
C, or C',  or even weaker  'consistency'  conditions. 

So the case is closed. The verdict is: not guilty. There  is not the 
shadow of a proof  that Arrow confused I IA  with C or something like 

C, or that he meant  I I A  to be something more  than what is stated in 

his Condition 3, p. 27. To the contrary,  there is substantial evidence 

that he did not. 

5. THE MEANING OF THE ARROW THEOREM 

Now, with the confusion over  I I A  cleared up, we can look at what the 
Arrow Theorem really means.  First, we have to consider condition C, 

or more  generally the 'consistency conditions' .  
Consider the following example.  The set X = {x, y, z)  is the set of 

potential  candidates, and we consider two sets A = X and B = {x, y )  

of actual candidates. The voters '  preferences are as follows: 

for 45% of the voters: xPiy, yPiz 

for 35% of the voters: yPix, xPiz 

for 20% of the voters: zPy ,  yPix 

The vote takes place under the plurality rule. With this rule, if the set 
of actual candidates is A, then x is elected, but if the set of actual 

candidates is B, then y is elected. So the SCFs generated by the 

plurality rule violate C. 
Let  us take a closer look at this violation of C. z stands no chance of 

being elected, unless he is the only actual candidate. So we can 
consider that the two 'serious'  candidates are x and y. But  here,  who is 
it that chooses whether  it will be x or y that will be elected: the 
v o t e r s . . ,  or z? One can very well consider it to be z. Or  suppose that 
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x, y a n d z  are not 'flesh and blood'  candidates, but alternative public 
works projects, the voters being the members of the legislative branch 
of the government  of some country, x and y are two 'serious' compet- 
ing projects, and according to the voters'  preferences,  y will pass with 
55% of the votes. However ,  the executive branch is in favor of x. Since 
it has the possibility of proposing projects itself, it proposes z (for 
which it does not care) and insures that x will pass. The question is: 
who decided on the project? The legislative branch or the executive 
branch? 

Let  us consider another  problem. One way to arrive at a choice is 
sequential voting. Instead of taking a vote on the whole set of actual 
candidates A, one compares a pair of elements of A, x 1 and x2, using 
majority rule, and then compares the winner of this paired comparison 
with the third element of A, x3, again using majority rule, and so on, 
the winner of the last paired comparison being the choice. 

A voting rule satisfies, the intraprofile condition called Path- 
Independence (PI) by Plott (1973) if: 

�9 whatever the order  of presentation of the candidates, the final choice 
is always the same; and 

�9 this final choice is the same as the one that would have resulted from 
a vote on the whole of A. 

PI is implied by C. That  is, a violation of PI is a violation of C. If a 
voting rule does not satisfy PI it means that there are circumstances in 
which the entity that decides the order  in which the candidates will be 
presented can manipulate this order  to its advantage, and change the 
decision. In fact, the desirability of PI was alluded to by Arrow on the 
last page of the second edition of Social Choice and Individual Values 
(1963), as a justification for Axioms I and II. 

So violation of C, or of PI and hence of C, implies that at least some 
of the power to make collective decisions lies not with the voters, 
where it is supposed to be, but rather with some agenda-setting entity 
or entities (which may be chance if, for example, the order  of 
presentation of the voters is decided by drawing lots). So C is a 
condition (the strongest of such condi t ions -  see Sen, 1977) to the 
effect that the choice cannot be 'manipulated'  through 'strategic 
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candidacies', strategic construction of a sequence of paired com- 
parisons, or similar maneuvers. This shows, by the way, that to ask a 
voting rule to yield SCFs satisfying C is not as unwarranted as some 
have claimed. 

Now, with our terminology, the conditions that are employed in the 
1963 classical version of the Arrow Theorem are the following: 

�9 Universal Domain: the SCF is defined for every logically possible 
profile. 

�9 I I A .  

�9 Unanimity (or Pareto): if there are only two actual candidates x and 
y and if all the voters vote that they strictly prefer x to y, then x is 
chosen. 

�9 Nondictatorship: there does not exist a voter (a 'dictator ')  such that 
whatever x and y, whatever the preferences of the other voters, if x 
and y are the only actual candidates and he strictly prefers x to y, 
then x is chosen. 

�9 Condition C, that is, in Arrow, that the SCF derives from an Arrow 
function. 

The Arrow Theorem states that these five conditions are logically 
inconsistent, that is, there cannot exist an SCF that satisfies all of  
them. Considered for voting rules, IIA and Universal ]Domain are 
conditions to the effect that the voting rule should be a 'real-world' 
voting rule. IIA we already discussed at length. As for Universal 
Domain,  since one does not know, when defining a voting rule, the 
conditions and purposes for which it might in the future be used, it is 
desirable that it be capable of coping with any situation. The con- 
sequences of not satisfying the Universal Domain have been explored 
theoretically at great length, but virtually all real-world voting rules 
satisfy this condition. Unanimity and Nondictatorship are conditions to 
the effect that the voting rule should be 'reasonable' .  We do not think 
it useful to comment at length on these. And last, we h av e  just 
discussed condition C. 

So the meaning of the Arrow Theorem is that all reasonable, 
real-world voting rules violate C. That is: 
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Every reasonable real-world voting rule is manipulable 
through strategic candidacies and similar maneuvers. 

At least, this is the general meaning of the Arrow Theorem for the 
positive theory of voting. 

One last word. Since the publication of Arrow's theorem, numerous 
'Arrovian' results have been obtained. The beautiful theorem by 
Wilson (1972) characterizes the SCFs that simultaneously satisfy IIA 
(and hence represent possible real-world voting rules) and C (are 
'non-manipulable' in the meaning we defined). Wilson's theorem 
shows that they are definitely unpalatable and unreasonable. 

Other works explore the weakening of C, which is the strongest 
'consistency' (non-manipulability) condition. For example, C implies 
PI, but the converse is not true, and Sen (1969) in fact showed that if 
C is replaced by PI in the five conditions above, the conditions are no 
longer incompatible: The 'unanamity' voting rules satisfy all of them. 
However, further works by Mas-Colell and Sonnenshein (1972), Blair, 
Bordes, Kelly and Suzumura (1976), and Bordes (1981) lead to the 
conclusion that the only 'reasonable' voting rules that satisfy the 
Arrovian conditions with C replaced by PI are the unanimity rules. 
That is, such rules are quite undiscriminating, since it is sufficient for 
two voters to have opposite preferences for a tie to occur. Other 
weakenings of C have been considered, but they usually result in an 
Arrovian impossibility (Sen, 1977). For a general overview see Kelly 
(1978) and Suzumura (1983). 

N O T E S  

i There  are some slight exceptions to this. It is possible for the set of  candidates who 
have actually been ranked by voters to be slightly larger than  the  set of  actual candidates. 
This would happen  if a candidate were to die after the  voters had ranked the candidates.  
It could also happen  that  individuals who were not  actual candidates were included in a 
set to be ranked by voters,  for the sake of having more  information.  Thus  there are some 
voting rules that are affected by changes in voters '  rankings of non-actual  candidates 
(and hence violate IIA) that  are potential real world, not  fairy-world, voting rules. But  it 
remains  true that  no real-world voting rule is or could be based on rankings of all 
candidates since this set is often not  really defined. (Think for example of cases where 
the 'candidates '  are public works projects: the set of  potential  candidates is the set of  all 
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conceivable alternative public works projects!) This is in fact Fishburn's (1973, p. 8) 
main argument in favor of IIA. 
z A 'voting rule' that selected the plurality winner among the actual candidates when the 
number of potential candidates was odd, and selected the plurality loser among the 
actual candidates when the number of potential candidates was even, would not be 
regular, although it would yield SCFs satisfying IIA. 
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